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Dear Murray McCarthy,
As we are nearing the end of the year, we are pleased that construction at Avena Willowdale is progressing
well.
Your new townhouse is on track for completion in mid-2017. This is subject to favourable conditions and no
unforseen delays.
We will keep you updated with more accurate timings on settlement dates as completion gets closer to ensure
you have sufficient time to organise finance.
Construction update:
Construction of all the homes is well underway with brick work nearing completion and roofs going on.
The builders are targeting a lock-up of homes by the end of January next year. This means the walls, roof,
windows and doors will all be completed, to allow your home to be secured.
Here are some recent photos of Avena Willowdale.

Final homes available:
Avena has been very popular with just four homes remaining to be sold. The majority are the larger 4 bedroom
homes which feature three bedrooms in the main home and a fourth bedroom or studio above the garage. This
design is perfect for when family come to stay, those with teenagers or if you need a separate studio space.
Homes are priced at $745,000 - $749,000. For sales enquiries, please call Stephen on 0414 673 339.

Link & Learn
Stockland's Link & Learn Program is up and running at Avena Willowdale and so too is the Facebook page that
will bring you all the latest updates on events and activities. As a future resident or investor at Avena
Willowdale, make sure you 'like' the page so you don't miss out on opportunities to link with your neighbours
and learn something new.
Click here to register for upcoming events!
Like our Link & Learn Facebook page for updates on future events like this.

Regards,
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